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The
Good
Old
Days
I

hear two knocks on my bedroom door. My dad walks
in; I know exactly why he’s
here: our Christmas tradition.
“Ready to bake this year’s
Christmas cookies?” he asks.
Before I answer, I take in
what’s in front of me: my calendar, laying out the countless exams coming up, the mountain
of papers to edit for journalism,
the notification that popped
up on my phone with my work
schedule, the pile of laundry
sitting on my chair. It’s all too
much.
“Go ahead and get started
without me,” I respond. “I’m
just slammed with homework
right now. I’ll come down when
I’m done.”
Two hours later, the sweet
smell of chocolate chip cookies
crawls up the stairs and into my
room. I’m not even close to be-

ing done.
This chaotic and jam-packed
schedule I live has only gotten
busier the older I’ve become.
The few chances I do have to
slow down and take a breath,
I long for the days when I had
nothing to do.
The approach of 2019 has
flooded my mind with a yearning for the times I was young
and carefree— the good old
days. This isn’t to say I’m ungrateful for everything going
on today; rather, it’s so strange
to think there was ever a time
when I didn’t have a million
things to do at once. The days
were longer, and the nights
were shorter. Those were the
days when we were fearless.
As 2018 leaves just as quick
as it came, 2019 is coming even
faster. For my fellow seniors,
this inevitable truth is fright-

ening. 2019 is the year. It’s the
year we must truly say goodbye
to familiarity and embrace the
future barreling toward us.
Terrifying? Yes, I think so
too.
It feels like it was just yesterday we were trading Silly Bandz
at recess and dancing to “Fire
Burning” by Sean Kingston at
someone’s birthday party. Now,
we are “the grown-ups.” We
have responsibilities and decisions to take care of.
I’ve always been a very sentimental person, a memory
hoarder, if you will. The urgency I feel to collect and preserve moments is especially
heightened around this time of
year. Now that I must consider
the impending first steps into
adulthood as 2019 approaches,
you can probably imagine how
emotional I’ve been.
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Instead of looking back on
just 2018, my reflection has
been one big mess of childhood
and current memories rushing through my mind. While it
may sound like it’s pretty overwhelming, I find it to be kind of
nice.
Baking Christmas cookies
with my dad, waking up to the
smell of coffee brewing early in
the morning at my grandparents’ beach house, tightening
my tap shoes before walking
into the dance studio; these are
some of the memories which
have revisited me recently that
I never want to lose.
I cling to those sweet, simple days, holding them so
tightly that my knuckles turn
white, the fear of them slipping
through my fingers just as time
did makes me clench harder.
In just a matter of months,
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our lives will change. No matter what direction we choose
to take, those memories we so
deeply love will always be with
us.
These approaching months
are pivotal in the development
of our adult selves. Are the decisions we have to make big and
scary? Yes. But will we ultimately gain more experience and
shake some of our fears from
them? Absolutely.
That’s why we can’t be so
caught up in trying to relive
the past, or so paralyzed in fear

by the future that we forget to
experience the present. Hold
onto the memories that make
you who you are, but be sure
to make new ones that become
part of your story.
I close my calendar, shut off
my phone, and put my slippers
on. As I walk down the steps,
I’m greeted by the sweet aroma
of vanilla extract and the low
hum of The Carpenters’ Christmas album.
“Hey,” I say to my dad.
“Mind if I join?”

-Maddie Wirebach
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A Look Inside the

C

entennial High School’s
Music and Arts teams
performed the annual
Winter Spectacular on November 28 and 29.
While many people showed
up to see what was put on stage,
no one really knows what goes
on in the weeks leading up
to the performance, and how
much truly goes into putting on
such a big show.
Despite the show only being
around two hours long, it takes

weeks to put together.
There is a large number of
people involved, some of which
don’t even make it onto the
stage, who work behind the
curtain and make sure the show
plays out as planned.
“I think our cast is over a
hundred,” Rebecca Clark, Centennial’s dance teacher, commented. “We have about fifty
dancers, and then we have jazz
band, steel drums, musical
theater, choir, chamber choir,

orchestra students, drill team,
color guard, and counterpoint.
It’s a big cast.”
Due to the large number of
people and the hard work the
show requires, it took several rehearsals for everyone involved to learn and perfect their
parts.
According to Clark, the dancers involved began preparations
in early October and were still
learning and practicing new
choreography in the days before
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the performance.
Not only did the dance team
spend weeks on the show, they
put tremendous effort into each
practice, working all the way up
to the final performance.
“A lot of work and patience
goes into putting on this show,”
sophomore Julia Berkeley, a
dancer on Junior Company as
well as drill team and counterpoint, said. “If you’re not sweating at the end, you didn’t do it
right.”

Winter Spectacular

Junior Julia Gruppo finishes the Nutcracker routine at the Winter Spectacular. Photos by: Eliza
Andrew
Another group that put in
multiple hours of work is the
theater team, who performed
songs with choreographed
dance routines, under the direction of Kathryn Carlsen.
“Winter Spectacular took at
least a month for us to put together,” sophomore Ilana Mongilio, a Centennial theater student, stated.
“It is a lot of work,” Mongilio continued. “Coming up with
the dances, teaching the dances,
picking out costumes, and putting it on the stage for everyone
to see.”
Beyond the theater and dance
students’ performance on stage,
there were multiple songs performed by choir and orchestra,

Students in Centennial’s Orchestra perform
during the Winter Spectacular.

as well as a few band students.
Singers from Centennial’s
Chamber Choir, consisting of
28 members, were conducted
by choir teacher, Rebecca Vanover.
According to Vanover, this
is Centennial’s most advanced
mixed ensemble.
“It took us about two weeks,”
Vanover stated. “But I like to
think that our preparations began the first day of school and
the process of our efforts thus
far was on display.”
While all these students on
stage were credited with putting
on a great performance, there
was also a tech team involved in
the show, which was crucial to
all of the stage effects that went

on throughout the production.
“I personally believe that any
show is nothing without the
tech,” Myeves Lucian, a sophomore member of the tech team,
expressed. “Tech includes costumes, props, taking sets on
and off stage, sound, lighting,
and more.
“Without that, it could just
be people on stage in their regular clothing singing, dancing
or acting to nothing at all,” Lucien continued. “Tech definitely
pulls everything together and
helps make it even better than
it already is!”
Lucien was in charge of
sound, so she had to put mics
on the few singers that were
chosen, as well as play the mu-
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sic according to the cues of
singers and dancers.
All in all, everyone in the
show worked hard and was able
to put on the show they had anticipated.
“I had hoped [Winter Spectacular] would turn out really good,” Berkeley explained.
“And it did. It really did look
amazing.”

-Delanie Tucker

After College Acceptance
...What’s Next for Seniors?

Senior Chandler Worthy recently received admission to Savannah College of Art and
Design. Photo by: Eliza Andrew

A

lthough there are still a
few deadlines to come,
early action and early
decision results are beginning
to arrive after seniors spent
weeks working on their college
applications. Seniors are constantly refreshing their emails
for the hopeful “Congratulations!” subject line and checking their mailboxes for the big
envelope. Now that seniors are
receiving their admissions, they
explain how they feel and what
they want to do next.
Carolin Harvey has recently
been accepted to Belmont University, Towson University, and
Columbia College Chicago. Although Belmont University is
her first choice, Harvey still has
concerns regarding financial
aid.
“I feel like I can’t commit until I’ve heard from every school,

in case I get offered a scholarship,” Harvey explained.
Harvey is also concerned
about choosing the best school
for her career.
“I worry that I’ll make the
wrong decision on where to
go, or I’ll end up not liking
my major,” Harvey stated. “I’m
concerned that if I go out of
state that it’ll be really difficult
adjusting to the new area and
meeting new people.”
Although she has three acceptances, Harvey is hopeful for
more, but is beginning to look
into where she wants to spend
her next four years.
“I have a lot of thinking to
do! I still need to see where else
I get accepted, but I love my results so far,” Harvey said.
Seth Crumley has also recently received his acceptance
from Middle Tennessee State

“I can learn more
about my intended
major on my own
time, and not have
to worry about
meeting deadlines
or getting essays
done.”

a small amount of people get
into the audio production program,” Crumley noted.
Similar to Harvey, Crumley
also has concerns about living
out of state.
“If I attend MTSU, I’ll be
ten hours away from Maryland
which could be hard because
of the distance from home,”
Crumley expressed. “The possibility of living at college in
another state may take some
getting used to and I’ll need to
continue to prepare myself for
the increased workload.”
Nevertheless, Crumley is
now taking a step back and is
beginning to delve into his future major.
“I can learn more about my
intended major on my own
time, and not have to worry
about meeting deadlines or getting essays done,” Crumley said.
Most seniors haven’t committed to a college as decisions
for popular schools, such as
University of Maryland, College Park, have yet to be sent
out. Harvey and Crumley are
just two examples of seniors
who are now facing this terrifying reality. Although some may
get rejected from their schools
while others get full rides, everyone is asking themselves the
same intimidating question:
What’s next?

-Celina Wong
University (MTSU) and is currently waiting on his University
of Maryland, Baltimore County
(UMBC) decision.
“I’m a bit nervous about my
[UMBC] decision because only
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Students Reflect On
College Recruiting

he recruiting process can
be incredibly intense for
student athletes. It consists of writing emails to different schools, going to showcase
tournaments to be scouted,
maintaining multiple conversations with coaches, and, eventually, picking a college to attend. On top of being successful
during the season, students find
themselves worrying about if
they will get a chance to play in
the future.
Marissa Lagera, who plays
Varsity lacrosse for Centennial,
gave some insight on the feelings she had during the time she
was looking to be recruited.
“One of the most difficult
parts was actually deciding
which schools I liked,” Lagera
said. “I started the process in
8th grade, so I had to think long
termwhat [college] I would like

in 4 years, not necessarily next
week.”
Jackie Sterenberg, a Varsity
volleyball player, spoke about
the similar difficulties she faced.
“You can’t go to every school’s
[showcase], and not every
school can see you play, so you
have to decide on schools to really focus on,” Sterenberg noted.
For Lagera, having coaches
watch while she played gave her
a sense of nervewracking anxiety.
“In the beginning, the coaches definitely freaked me out,”
admitted Lagera. “We had at
least 10 coaches on our sidelines at all times, usually more,
so I always tried to do my best
no matter what. It definitely
helped me be more confident
and develop my ability to handle pressure.”
The most common place to

be scouted is a tournament for
the majority of sports players.
Sterenberg shared her experience with being scouted at large
competitions.
“It’s definitely stressful because there are 10,000 players at
some tournaments, so they
can only watch you for seconds
at a time,” Sterenberg added.
Once the flurry of phone
calls, emails, and scouting was
done, Lagera and Sterenberg
both finished their recruiting
processes and committed to
colleges. Sterenberg will play as
an outside hitter at Frostburg
University. Lagera will attend
Monmouth University as a
midfielder.
Now having committed, Lagera felt a sense of relief.
“When I finished I was very
relieved and overjoyed,” Lagera
stated. “I’ve wanted to go [Divi-

sion] One since fourth grade, so
accomplishing that dream was
such a great feeling. All of the
sacrifice and hard work that I
put in finally paid off.”
Sterenberg also felt the same
when completing her recruiting
process.
“Finishing is the best feeling of anything. The constant
emails stop and being anxious
about if a school wants me is
gone,” expressed Sterenberg.
“Being able to finish it early
allows me to play a whole season feeling relaxed and eased of
pressure, and I can love playing
even more.”
For players looking to be
recruited, Sterenberg shared
some advice.
“The best [advice] I received
was ‘Don’t say no to a school,
let them say no to you’,” Sterenberg concluded. “Even if you
think there is no way they will
take you, it doesn’t hurt to send
that emailyou never know what
they’re looking for.”

- Emily Hollwedel

Sterenberg (left) and Lagera (right) proudly wear their college apparel. Photo by: Zach
Grable
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Jason Kraisser

Senior Jason Kraisser Works Towards Fourth State Championship

he 2018-19 high school
wrestling season is
right around the corner,
and Centennial senior Jason
Kraisser is aiming to capture
his fourth state championship
in four years, a feat only seven
other wrestlers have accomplished in Maryland history.
Kraisser’s junior year was
nothing short of spectacular.
Not only did he win the state
championship, he finished with
a perfect record of 39-0 with 34
pins, and achieved several notable accolades such as Howard
County Wrestler of the Year and
All-Metro Wrestler of the Year.
The accomplishments did not
end there, though. Kraisser was
also the Mount Mat Madness
tournament champion. All four
of his high school losses had
come at this tournament, but
for the first time in his career,
Kraisser took home the first
place trophy his junior year.
Kraisser’s success in high
school certainly gained the
attention of college coaches. Kraisser has committed to
Campbell University where he
will wrestle collegiately at the
Division I level.
The Kraisser family has dominated the high school wrestling
scene in Maryland and represented Centennial wrestling for
well over 30 years.
Jason’s older brother Nathan
was a four-time state champion, and his other older brother
Austin was a three-time state
champion. Combined with the
state championship that Jason’s
father Cliff, current Centennial
wrestling coach, won in 1983,

the Kraissers have won a total
of 11 state championships, the
most by any family in Maryland
history, according to the Baltimore Sun.
“My family, especially my dad
and brothers, really helped me
reach the level I’m at today,” Jason Kraisser stated. “If it wasn’t
for them, I wouldn’t have nearly
as much success since they’ve
been there to encourage me and
push me since day one.”
Kraisser had a difficult task
of carrying on his family’s legacy the minute he started wrestling for Centennial as a freshman, but he has pushed past the
pressure and made a name for
himself. The expectations are
incredibly high for Kraisser.
“I don’t feel pressure because
of past success. Instead, I am
more driven because I’m able
to reflect on past accomplishments and know what I’m capable of doing,” said Kraisser.
Kraisser has been a star since
his freshman year. In his first
year of high school wrestling
alone, Kraisser’s record was
40-3. Even after his incredible
freshman season, Kraisser still
found ways in which he could
improve, and as a sophomore
went 40-1. He showed no signs
of slowing down his junior year
as well, and he was able to capture his first undefeated season.
All three years, he swept the
postseason tournaments.
Kraisser’s talent and ability
to continue improving after already wrestling at such a tremendously high level has allowed him to distance himself
even further ahead from the

rest of the competition.
“One of the biggest things
that makes me different from
other wrestlers is my dedication
to the sport and my drive to always [get better]. I take it upon
myself to beat not just my teammates in the room, but to train
to beat everyone in the state,”
stated Kraisser.
Kraisser’s skills were unmatched by any wrestler in the
state last year. After his dominating junior campaign, Kraisser has his eyes set on another
great season and his fourth state
championship in four years.
“My goals this season are to
go undefeated and win states
again, and to give up the least
amount of points I can,” Kraisser added.
Even with his impressive
career and many great accomplishments, Kraisser is not one
to slack off. Kraisser knows that
he must go the extra mile if he
wants to see himself improve,
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and that he must work hard to
continue to strive towards attaining the level of success that
he has reached in years’ past.
“To prepare for senior year
I’ve done a lot of wrestling in
the off-season and lifted a lot
more seriously in order to get
bigger for the season,” Kraisser
said.
Kraisser’s commitment to the
sport and his determination to
develop his wrestling skills is a
main reason why he has been so
successful.
This season, all eyes are on
Kraisser to see if he will make
history becoming the eighth
wrestler ever in Maryland to
win four state championships.
The preparations have been
made and the hard work has
been put in, and for Kraisser, all
that is left to do is leave his heart
on the wrestling mat, and earn
the title of state champion.

-Joey Sedlacko

“One of the biggest things that makes
me different from other wrestlers is
my dedication to the sport and my
drive to always [get better]. I take
it upon myself to beat not just my
teammates in the room, but to train
to beat everyone in the state.”

LEGACY

Photo by: Zach Grable

Eagles on the Move:

O

n the first Friday of
every month, students
in the Academic Life
Skills (ALS) Program host a
coffee shop for the teachers
and staff members at Centennial. The ALS Program is an
educational plan designed for
students to receive additional
help in school as well as unique
services to meet each student’s
own personal needs. The coffee
delivery service that takes place,
called Eagles on the Move, is
entirely student-run, and it is
an opportunity for Centennial’s
staff and students to connect
and make a positive impact in
the community.
The process begins when
teachers and staff members
receive an order form in their

mailbox, which they are able to
take and fill out with the coffee
they would like. After turning
this form in, the students make
a spreadsheet of each order that
they have received. On the day
of delivery, the students come
together and set up their classroom— retrieving carts for delivery, spreading out tablecloths
and assigning jobs to each student— and begin to assemble
each order. After pouring the
coffee, verifying which order
gets a cookie, and stapling a
thank-you note on the top of
each cup, the orders are sent off
for delivery around the school
to each faculty member.
For the students, the hard
work put into Eagles on the
Move is not overlooked. The
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“It’s really special because it’s
legitimate
work skills
for our students.”

delivery service is something to
be immensely proud of.
“My favorite part about it is
buying coffee and giving it [to
the teachers],” says Matthew
Na, a Centennial student who
is a part of the process. He and
his classmates are in charge of
everything about Eagles on the
Move, from when they first receive the coffee until an order
has been delivered to every last
teacher. Alongside many others in his class, he has been involved since it began last school
year. “[I like] to pour the coffee
and give it to them.”
The entire experience of Eagles on the Move is positive,
educational and fun for every
student to plan out and take
part in. The process of the cof-

Centennial’s Coffee Delivery Service
fee delivery service shows true
and valued relationships between the staff and students of
the school.
“[The best part is] getting
their orders ready,” says Centennial student Olga Cobo Raymundo. For Raymundo, Eagles
on the Move is a great way for
her to engage and talk to teachers, through planning out each
coffee order.
The idea initially began when
Centennial’s club for the Future
Business Leaders of America
held a coffee delivery service,
and the ALS students took part
in the process. This was unfortunately discontinued a few
years ago, but it sparked the
idea for the students to hold
their own coffee shop for the
staff around the school, paving
the way for Eagles on the Move
to be officially established last
school year.
“It’s really special because it’s
legitimate work skills for our
students,” says Elizabeth Engle,
an ALS teacher at Centennial.
Although Engle, as well as other
ALS teachers and paraeducators
at Centennial, assist in some
of the process, there is almost
no involvement from the ALS
teachers whatsoever. Through
this combination of teamwork
and independence in Eagles on
the Move, “it allows our students to get to know teachers
they otherwise might not have,”
Engle says.

Two students, Mathew Na and Jessica Choi, help fill coffee orders. Photos by: Eliza Andrew

-Natalie Keane
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he Centennial High
School music department has maintained an
impeccable reputation following years of award-winning performances, perfect adjudication
scores, and stellar soloists.
Centennial has three bands,
with Wind Ensemble being the
highest of the three. Wind Ensemble is a highly competitive
group and students practice for
years to finally be a part of the
ensemble. The groups prestigious tendencies have carried
them all the way to the Midwest
Clinic in Chicago, where even
being accepted is one of the
highest honors an ensemble can
achieve.

Musicians
under
Pressure

The majority of students in
Wind Ensemble plan on going
on to study music in college.
Many of the students in the ensemble have schedules which
are also filled with music classes, ranging from the band itself to choir and music theory.
Additionally, most musicians
in the ensemble take part in
bands outside of school, some
of which are even a part of professional groups.
Wind Ensemble french horn
player Keegan McCardell has
been in the ensemble since his
freshman year, in addition to
joining Symphonic Winds as
a senior first-chair clarinetist.
McCardell has dedicated the

“I don’t consider
myself an absolute
perfectionist, but I
do hold myself to
an extremely high
standard.”

Branker and Matties (left and center) during Wind Ensemble rehearsal.
Photo by: Delanie Tucker
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majority of his high school career to music, also making the
decision to pursue the subject
in college, specializing mainly
in the french horn.
“I’d say I practice five out of
seven days a week, for an hour
each day on average, give or
take,” McCardell said. “I also
participate in band programs
outside of school around three
days a week.”
Sophomore trumpet player
Carter Matties made Wind Ensemble his freshman year after
auditioning in middle school.
classmen musicians. Matties is
in the marching band and early
morning jazz band, which requires arriving to school at 6:20

a.m. for morning rehearsal.
“I don’t consider myself an
absolute perfectionist, but I do
hold myself to an extremely
high standard,” said Matties.
“Since I hold myself to that
high standard, I do sometimes
feel that I’m not working hard
enough.”
Many people not involved in
Centennial’s music department
are unaware of the intensity and
extremity of the program. Band
is not only a commitment, but
a daily practice in perfectionism. Music students are some of
Centennial’s most hard working, passionate, and driven.
The band program is known
for being one of the best in the
country, out-performing other high schools in the county
and state year after year. Under
director David Matchim, the
program had been completely transformed. But Matchim’s
instruction is not all to credit
for the program’s success, for it
is the students in the program
who are driven to reach greatness that have gotten the program to where it is today.
Senior trumpet player Josh
Branker has played in the Wind
Ensemble since his freshman
year, also earning the spot of
assistant drum major for the
marching band. Branker plans
on pursuing music in college.
“Sometimes you work so hard
you feel as if you’ve reached a
breaking point,” said Branker. “But you have to remember
that this what you’re passionate
about. It’s worth the time and
the stress.”
Wind Ensemble members
McCardell, Matties, and Branker all have one thing in common: a love for music. Despite
the constant whirlwind of pressure, practice, and performance,
Centennial band

Band director David Matchim (left) stands with McCardell.
Photo by: Delanie Tucker

“Sometimes you
work so hard you
feel as if you’ve
reached a
breaking point.”

students willingly devote their
high school careers to the art.
In addition to the usual
competetive tendencies, the
approaching performances are
causing the students to push
themselves to even higher standards.
To the musicians, specifically those in Wind Ensemble,
their passion for music outweighs any burden or anxiety.
For many, the pressure placed
on them is self given and self received, coming from the urge to
be flawless. Their love for music
carries them through the pressure, for the hours of perfecting
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a single note or rhythm, and the
years of rehearsal and lessons
exist not as a burden, but as a
pleasure.

- Natalie Knight-Griffin
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ith 2019 approaching, many
people are looking ahead for ways to improve some factor of their
lives. This tradition is over
4,000 years old, originating
with the Babylonians promising their gods to pay back
their debts and return their
borrowed objects. If they
failed to do this, they believed the gods would smite
them, but if they stayed true
to their word, they would receive the favor of the gods.
These yearly resolutions were
implemented for an understandable, practical reason,
but in this day and age, that
belief is dead, and with it, any
justification for this tradition.
The position of the

Earth relative to its position
in its orbit around the sun
is important scientifically,
but it hasn’t been proven to
affect someone’s ability to
make a decision or change
themselves. There is no issue
with believing in astrology
and horoscopes since that is
a legitimate belief, similar to
the Babylonians. However, if
you don’t believe in astrology, then there is no reason to
believe that New Year’s is the
most ideal time for resolutions.
Every year, people hype
themselves up for this radical, life-changing decision
that will supposedly make
the next 365 days exponentially better. Unfortunately,
after only a handful of weeks,
they return to their regular
routine. A common example is the resolution to get in
better shape. Anyone who
goes to the gym regularly can
tell you, December through
February are the most pop-

ulated months. This isn’t
just because exercise can be
challenging, or because the
membership costs are too
great. The fault lies in their
motivation.
Motivation is the key to
determination, which is the
key to success. If you are doing something just because
it’s trendy or expected of you,
then you aren’t doing it for
the right reasons. The path
to true motivation starts with
discovering what is important to you. Once you find
what really matters, the motivation to maintain or improve will come naturally.
Many of the common tasks
people set themselves for
New Year’s are much more
challenging than people realize. The unexpected difficulty can discourage those who
are undetermined, and this
is especially true with one of
the most frequently chosen
resolutions: getting more exercise.
The people who actual-
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ly follow through aren’t the
ones who just go to the gym
because it’ll be a way to pass
the time. The people who
stick with their resolutions
are the ones with real motivation. They are the ones
who don’t just want to get
in better shape, but want to
get in a shape they consider acceptable. These are the
people who plan and are prepared. They would’ve done it
regardless of the time of year;
they just use their New Year’s
resolution as encouragement, not motivation. They
are motivated by the knowledge that they actually need
to improve themselves rather
than the logic of, “Well, it’s
New Year’s and I can’t think
of anything wrong with me,
might as well find something
to adjust.”
The only thing New Year’s
is actually good for when
it comes to self-improvement is encouragement. For
those who actually want to
fix something, they may feel
more comfortable doing it
because of everyone else

making an attempt to change
during this season.
I am 100% for self-improvement. I know people
can and should examine
themselves, looking for flaws
to fix. I just think it should be
a constant, year round thing
we do. Treating New Year’s
as the time for resolutions
makes people less inclined to
make resolutions at any other
time. This tradition is supposed to be that New Year’s is
for resolutions, but instead it
justifies the mindset that resolutions are exclusively for
New Year’s. If we know we
are expected to make changes by a specific date, then we
will put it off until then.
Procrastination affects everyone and New Year’s resolutions only perpetuate it.
Bad habits just get more ingrained with time, so if we let
them stay around for a whole
year before trying to address them, they will be even
harder to handle. Using New
Year’s as an excuse to make
unnecessary changes can be
annoying, but using it as an
excuse to wait to make necessary improvements is detrimental and far worse.
Do not fall into the New
Year’s trap. If anything, use
it as a reminder to keep improving. Self-help is an unending process where you
continually work on yourself.
You should only have to start
a resolution once and stick
with it, even if it isn’t a huge
focus. Genuine, meaningful changes can sometimes
take far longer than one year;
some even take constant attention throughout life to

maintain, so don’t just keep
restarting every year. You are
worth too much to not be the
person you want and deserve
to be, so always be that person rather than being the calendar’s puppet.
-Alexander Mauer
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1.

Work out more

2.

Start a diet

3.

Not procrastinate

4.

Get organized

5.

Be more outgoing

6.

Get a job

7.

Sleep more

8.

Be more respectful

9.

Volunteer more

10.
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Face a fear

2019 scholarships
and awards
The Support Education Foundation is proud to provide scholarships to students who
strive to further their education and professional development awards to educators who
have made a difference by positively impacting student success.

High school seniors

Community college students

n

$3,000 Dorothy Marvil Scholarship

n

n

$3,000 Rosemary Brinkley Business
and Finance Scholarship

$3,000 Community College Scholarship

Public school and community
college educators

n

$1,000 Maurice Erly Professional
Development Award

Learn more
Visit SupportEducation.org for more information and complete eligibility
requirements. Applications are due by April 1, 2019.

